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Description

What's Stock Quotes for Excel?

Stock Quotes is a very useful add-in for Excel. With Stock Quotes you can query stock quotes, mutual funds, Indices,
historial data and option prices directly in your Excel spreadsheet. For that purpose, Stock Quotes has a number of Excel-
based functions, which Stock Quotes uses to retrieve current and historical data.?

What are the advantages?

It seamlessly integrates to Microsoft Excel with functions that allow you to intuitively enter parameters, and query
online for their values.

You can query online for current and historical data, directly in Excel.

You can refresh data either manually or automatically at customized time intervals, without disturbing your work
in Excel.

Stock Quotes is a mature product in the global market and has thousands of users around the world.

All functions have a step-by-step wizard, so you just can't fail to understand how Stock Quote works!

Stock Quotes includes example videos for all tools, in addition to the usual help texts.

Stock Quotes fetches online quotes from two well known and renowned sources worldwide, as you will see
below.

Where does Stock Quotes fetch quote values from?

MSN Money Central Investor (http://moneycentral.msn.com/investor/home.asp)

Yahoo! Finance (http://finance.yahoo.com/)

What are the restrictions?

Stock Quotes query for data from the above sources, so we are subject to the features provided by them, as detailed
below

1.

Stock Quotes will not show current intraday data Saturdays or Sundays, and may not even show any data at all those
days.

2.

No historical data is shown on Saturdays and Sundays. So please make sure to query for such data on weekdays.3.
Not all Company or Stock Index ticker symbols are the same between MSN Money and Yahoo! Finance, so please
make sure to use the right symbols. You are provided with links to both websites so you can look for the right
symbols.

4.

With Stock Quotes you can query for information of any number of company ticker symbols. However, bear in mind
that the larger the volume of information required, the longer it will take to update the information.

Assuming users with average resources, lab tests have shown the following results:

5.



Additional factors affecting these times include:

Internet connection speed.

Hardware and software features of your computer.

And of course, the number of ticker symbols queried.

Querying for historical data takes much longer than for current intraday stock quotes.6.

WARNING:

Take into account that these values are only for reference, THEY ARE NOT EXACT.
The best way to know how long does it take in your on computer is by trying the trial version that you can download free
from:

http://www.jabsoft.com/stock_quotes_for_excel/stock_quotes_for_excel.zip

Remember that this product is sold under the guarantee Try Before You Buy. Please, find out if it satisfies your needs
before purchasing because later you will not entitle for refund.

http://www.jabsoft.com/stock_quotes_for_excel/stock_quotes_for_excel.zip
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Requirements

MS Windows XP or more

MS Excel 2007 or more

If you use Windows Vista or above, it will be necessary to activate some permissions.

This video will teach you how to configure some permission to make this tool work out correctly.

http://www.jabsoft.com/model_builder_for_excel/videos_emb/security_demo_xmb/security_demo.htm
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Conditions of use

Online Functions is for your own use. You cannot copy, distribute or sell it to third parties, except as a trial version.
Depending of the Online Function version that you have ,you will be able to add additional funcionalities or modify Online
Functions,but you cannot distribuite it.

You cannot take screenshots or information related to Online Functions to show or give to third parties. If you need these,
please contact us at: http://www.jabsoft.net/helpdesk
You must inlude a description indicating that these screenshots or related materials are from Online Functions, a product by
jabsoft, website http://www.jabsoft.com

The Stock Quotes data is obtained from the MSN Money Central Investor web site:
http://moneycentral.msn.com/investor/Home.asp, and Yahoo Finance Web Site http://Finance/Yahoo.com . Also you are
involved with the conditions of use of this web site.

Disclaimer - Online Functions

This function has not been audited and no representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is made and no
responsibility is taken or accepted by Jabsoft (the Author) as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of
the functions. The Author shall not be held liable for any losses arising therefrom.

The Author shall not be held responsible in any way whatsoever for any damages or losses arising from the functions’ use,
be it a direct or indirect consequence of a computer virus or other.
If you experienced problems, have suggestions or comments, please contact us to http://www.jabsoft.net/helpdesk/

Model Advisor and Jabsoft are registered trademarks of JABS All rights reserved - 2003 - 2010.
Microsoft and Microsoft Excel are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

http://www.jabsoft.net/helpdesk
http://www.jabsoft.com
http://moneycentral.msn.com/investor/Home.asp
http://Finance/Yahoo.com


Stock Quotes Wizard

This wizard helps you set the SQ( ), SQY( ), Indx( ), and Indx( ) functions, to make online queries from Yahoo! Finance and
MSN Money.

Use the SQ( ) function to get individual stock data from MSN Money.

Use the SQY( ) function to get individual stock data from Yahoo! Finance.

Use the Indx( ) function to get stock market index data from MSN Money.

Use the Indxy( ) function to get stock market index data from Yahoo! Finance.

You can use this wizard to enter these functions, or you can enter them manually, just like any other Excel function.

The above functions have the following arguments:

SQ("IBM", "Last")
As you can see, SQ( ) has two arguments, the company's ticker symbol and the type of data.
This function only retrieves current intraday data, as opposed to historical data.
The data is provided by MSN Money.

SQY("IBM","Last")
Here again you can see that SQY( ) has two arguments, the company's ticker symbol and the type of data.
This function only retrieves current intraday data, as opposed to historical data.
The data is provided by Yahoo! Finance.

ndx("$NL:AEX","Last" )
This function retrieves online stock market index data from MSN Money.
It does not get historical data.

ndxy("^DJA","Last" )

This function retrieves online stock market index data from Yahoo! Finance.
It does not get historical data.
The following example should clarify how this works:
Open the Stock Quotes Wizard dialog box.



You are shown the two possible data sources available to Stock Quotes. Choose Yahoo! Finance and click on Next.

This step is optional. If you do not want to query for stock market indices, just skip it by clicking Next.
This list includes all stock market indices available in Yahoo! Finance. Select the first four, click the Add -> button, and then
Next.



In this step you can select the cells in your spreadsheet containing the ticker symbols to be queried.
You are provided with links to the websites to check for ticker symbols used by MSN Money and Yahoo! Finance if you want
to.
Then click Next

In this step, select the data items to be queried.
For more information on data items, click here.
Choose the first four data items, click Add ->, and then Next.



Choose the cells in your spreadsheet where results will be pasted.
There is also an option checked by default that indicates if you want to get the data updated when you are finished.
If you do not uncheck it, all data will be updated as you finish.
Otherwise, you can always click on the "Refresh data" button to update the information.
Just click on Finish.

As you can see, this wizard entered the intended function for us, in this case, querying
for stock market indices from Yahoo! Finance.
Now you will have up-to-the-minute stock data directly on your spreadsheet!
You can also do this manually, or you can use the wizard.
Click here to see how to do it.





Create a watchlist rapidly

Use this tool to quickly create a watchlist, as its name indicates.

The advantage of using this functionality are the customized visual formats, which update as the data does.
In this first version of Stock Quotes watchlist, only the following values are shown by default: Last, Change, % Change, High,
Low, and Volume.
However, you can add manually other data items, depending on the source you chose in the first place. Click here to check
for the data items available in each source.

The next example shows how this tool works:
Open the Create a watchlist rapidly dialog box.

Choose the data source your watchlist will query from.
If you choose Yahoo! Finance, the SQY( ) function will be used.
If you choose MSN Money, the SQ( ) function will.

Get the information as shown in the following screenshot:



Click OK.
You should get the following watchlist:

The data of your watchlist will be updated at fixed time intervals defined used the Refresh Settings tool.



Stock Quotes by Date Wizard

Use this wizard to enter the SQByDate( ) function to query for historical data.
The SQByDate( ) function has three arguments: SQByDate( "symbol", "mm/dd/yyyy", "data_type" )
Where:

symbol: can be any valid ticker symbol as used by Yahoo! Finance.

mm/dd/yyyy: is the date from which you want to retrieve data (no later than yesterday).

Dates should be entered in the Month/Day/Year format e.g. 5/12/2007

Data type: it may be Open, High, Low, Close, Volume, Adj Close.

Example:

=SQByDate("MSFT", "6/14/2006", "Close")

The data source is Yahoo! Finance.

Note: Bear in mind that there is no historical data available on Saturdays and Sundays. For example, if you want to know the
closing price of Microsoft (MSFT) on June 18, 2006, you cannot make a query because it was Sunday.
Rather, you should query for data on the last Friday before that date, in this example June 16, 2006. If you fail to observe
this remark, you will not get the data intended.

Once you are familiar to this function, you will no longer need this dialog -by then you will be able to enter the function
manually, just like any other Excel function. 

Note: After entering all the historical data items to be queried, close this window and click the Refresh Data button, and
check the second checkbox, as shown in the following screen shot:



Stock Quotes has the Data Downloader function. Use it to download historical prices within a range of dates. You can also
use it to draw line charts of stock prices. In addition, you can download financial statements directly to your Excel
spreadsheet. Click here for more on this tool.



Stock Quotes by Date 2 Wizard

 
 

It is an alternative function to SQByDate(), it has been developed in order to avoid conflicts of formats in dates, so it allows to
make explicit the month, day and year of consultation.
Use this wizard to enter the SQByDate2( ) function to query for historical data.
The SQByDate2( ) function has five arguments: SQByDate2("symbol", "mm","dd","yyyy", "data_type")
Where:

symbol: can be any valid ticker symbol as used by Yahoo! Finance.

mm: month, e.g. 4

dd: day, e.g. 24

yyyy: year, e.g. 2005

data_type: it may be Open, High, Low, Close, Volume, Adj Close

Example:

=SQByDate2("MSFT", "6/14/2006", "Close")

The data source is Yahoo! Finance.

Note: Bear in mind that there is no historical data available on Saturdays and Sundays. For example, if you want to know the
closing price of Microsoft (MSFT) on June 18, 2006, you cannot make a query because it was Sunday.
Rather, you should query for data on the last Friday before that date, in this example June 16, 2006. If you fail to observe this
remark, you will not get the data intended.

Once you are familiar to this function, you will no longer need this dialog -by then you will be able to enter the function
manually, just like any other Excel function. 

Note : After entering all the historical data items to be queried, close this window and click the Refresh Data button, and
check the second checkbox, as shown in the following screen shot:



Stock Quotes has the Data Downloader function. Use it to download historical prices within a range of dates. You can also use
it to draw line charts of stock prices. In addition, you can download financial statements directly to your Excel spreadsheet.
Click here for more on this tool.



HiperLynk to Web Services Wizard

This tool will enable you to very easily add to your spreadsheets, web links relating to a set of corporate symbols, which will
lead you to different types of Stock Quotes and other information, such as the company's business, who are its competitors,
News, Events, etc.

 

Note:
Data Source
http://moneycentral.msn.com/investor/home.asp
http://finance.yahoo.com/
http://bigcharts.marketwatch.com/default.asp?siteid=&avatar=seen&dist=ctbc

http://moneycentral.msn.com/investor/home.asp
http://finance.yahoo.com/
http://bigcharts.marketwatch.com/default.asp?siteid=&avatar=seen&dist=ctbc




Stock Quotes - Quick fill

Use this functionality to quickly fill a column with the data queried. You can choose from which source you want to get the
information from -MSN Money or Yahoo! Finance.
You can select a range of cells containing the ticker symbols queried, and get any data item you want, depending on which
data source you chose.
This tool also inserts the SQ( ) or SQY( ) functions if you have selected, if you have selected MSN Money or Yahoo! Finance
as your data source, respectively.

The checkbox at the bottom is checked by default. If you do not uncheck it, all data will be automatically updated when you
are finished; i.e. Stock Quotes will update the information.

Note: If you uncheck this checkbox, some cells may show error messages. Click on the Refresh Data button to update all
data.



Insert latest refresh (Date and Time)

Use Insert latest refresh (date and time) to insert the latest date and time when the data was updated . To do this, select a

cell and then press  button to insert the lastest refresh.



Refresh Settings

With this functionality you can configure data refreshing options.
You can choose manual or automatic refreshing.
If you select manual, then you will have to click the Refresh Data button yourself to refresh your data.
If you select automatic, define the settings for the time interval between each automatic refreshing.
The minimum time interval is 10 minutes.
If you need to refresh you data more frequently, then select manual and click the "Refresh Data" button on
the toolbar as frequently as required.

In the Execute model section, you can define the settings so that every time the data is refreshed, Stock Quotes will also
run the model created with the Multiple Conditional Analysis & Formatting tool every time the data is refreshed. With that tool
you can create formatting models that change cell and text colors based on a decision table.

Multiple Conditional Analysis & Formatting

Note: If you want the refreshing time to be shorter, for example, 2 minutes, please feel free to write to JABSOFT at
http://www.jabsoft.net/helpdesk/
We would send you an add-in with this characteristics, provided you query only a few ticker symbols, no more than 200.

http://www.jabsoft.net/helpdesk/




Available Information









Data Downloader

Use this tool to download historical data of stock prices.
Select the cells containing the companies' ticker symbols, enter the range of dates, and the time intervals of the data -daily,
weekly, or monthly- within that period. You can also find out your profit.
Optionally, you can choose a type of chart so you can plot the downloaded historical data.
The chart will help you visually to understand better and faster past information related to the queried companies.

With this tool you can also download Financial Statements from the web: Cash Flow, Balance Sheet, Income Statement,
and 10-Year Summary.

The first spreadsheet shows the result of a query for historical prices from Yahoo! Finance.
The second spreadsheet shows Financial Statements from MSN Money.

The date format is MM/DD/YY



 





Search for company's Symbols

With this tool, you can have direct access to MSN Money and Yahoo! Finance websites to check for company ticker
symbols.



 

Retrieve the Company Name

With this tool you can retrieve the name of a company entering the appropriate tinker symbol.

The data source is Yahoo! Finance.
If you want to check for company tinker symbols, use the Search for Company's Symbols tool.



Export Stock Quotes

Use this tool to get the Add-in to export retrieved stock and mutual fund data to a new Excel book,

If you check the box, the information will be first updated and then exported, but it will naturally take a while, depending on
the volume of information queried.

Since we have two possible data sources, i.e. MSN Money and Yahoo! Finance, this tool will export data from both sources.

Note:

Do not worry if there is a blank sheet in the new book while exporting: this happens because no data is currently being
queried from either of both sources, MSN Money or Yahoo! Finance.



Export Market Indexes

Use this tool to export stock market index data from with the Add-In from either of both data sources, Yahoo! Finance or
MSN Money

If you check the box, all stock market index data will updated and then exported to a new Excel book.

Do not worry if there is a blank sheet in the new book while exporting: this happens because no stock market index data is
currently being queried from either of both sources, MSN Money or Yahoo! Finance.



Export Sheet Values

Your active spreadsheet works with formulas. With this tool you can create a new book with values rather than formulas.

This may be useful, for example, when you need to email stock prices to somebody.
If you sent the active sheet with Stock Quotes formulas, the recipient could not see the quotes unless he had Stock Quotes
installed.



Cell's math by format

Use this gainful tool to search all cells in a specific range with a particular background color and to do some math with the
results.
The following database will be used to explain the way this advantageous tool works (link to the database)
These are the steps:
If you wish, include the active cell in the target range, so that the cells surrounding the active cell become the target range.

Click on the the Cell's Math By Format button in the toolbar.

Select the target range and the mathematical operation you wish to do:

Select the range containing the colors to be searched.

Decide which sheets contain the same range to be searched.

The results may be pasted either as values or as formulas. Try for yourself.

Select the cell(s) you want to paste the results in.



Observation:

Excel doesn't allow to create formulas that contains too many characters.
If the operation's result, that you executed, thrown excessive characters, then Cell's math by format will inform you, and it,
optionally, let you to paste the results of your operation, but only as values. This is a good alternative.



Multiple Conditional analysis & formatting

This tool is suitable to give format to cells in a database, based on previously established criteria defined in a decision table.

To use this tool, you will need data entered in a range of cells as database, and a decision table.
This tool may be very useful to monitor stock prices based in the cell colors you should have specified in the decision table.

You should first define a model, and then execute it. But you can also save it and save settings that define how often it will
be run, in addition to the automatic update of Stock Quotes in the Refresh Settings button.

We are going to see some examples of how to use this tool.









Furthermore, a pivot table has been created in other sheet with the previously defined criteria.

Note: You can create any number of models following the above steps, but only one can be active for automatic execution.





Select by Format

This tool selects cells of a given range, but only taking into account those with a given format.
Consider the following example:
Select all cells with pink background and white color font.

1. Click on the Specific cells button. The selected range will be automatically loaded, and may be modified.

The result is shown below:



You may select any format you wish. It's super intuitive.



Toggle Settings

We often lose valuable time doing repetitive tasks -if, for example, we want to hide the headings in several sheets of the
Workbook, we will have to do it one at a time.
This powerful tool has been crated to do away with such loss of time.
Adventajes include:

Same upper -left cell in all
Let's say you are working in a workbook with 50 sheets and you wish to view the value in the R200 cell of each. It would be
a dreary task having to navigate through all worksheets and locate that specific cell in them all, wouldn't it?
With this tool, this would be as simple as:

Locate yourself in any worksheet and select the cell to be checked.

Press the Same upper -left cells in all button.

That's it. You will view that cell in all worksheets; the selected cell will be viewed the left upper corner.
As simple as 1-2!

Reset Excel's last cells
This utility allows you to save only the part of each worksheet in use, meaning the section containing actual data or
formatting.

It may happen that the last cell of a worksheet is beyond the range of your actual used data. This issue may cause you to
have a larger file size than necessary, you may experience other unusual behavior.

Clear the excess rows and columns with Reset Excel's last cell and solve these issues.

And many configuration options more. Use this tool as best suits your convenience it's super-intuitive.





Freeze Panes

We sometimes work with models whose information does not fit in the screen. And we may get lost as we navigate
throughout the spreadsheet as the headings of our model would no longer be visible.

Divide panes

There may be portions of our worksheet we wish to view at all times. If so, separate those sections as locked portions of
data that can be manipulated. This tool can help us in the process of creating, navigating through, editing excessively long
models and keeping an eye on them.

Follow these steps:

1st click - Freeze Panes
2nd click - Divide Panes
3rd click – Undo Freeze / Divide Panes



Guides

This tool is specially convenient if you want to navigate throughout databases with records or fields stretching beyond the
screen.
Use this valuable tool to stay in the same record, regardless of the fact that column headings are no longer visible.
The following figure is only for illustrative purposes.



Arithmetic Calculator

With her you can make arithmetic operations quickly from the selected cells and using its GET and PASTE buttons.

It has a useful tape that will show you the history of your calculations.
Also you can manage it from your keyboard.

Simply click on the Arithmetic calculator button of the add-in menu bar.



Alternate Rows Shading

When you use this tool you will be able to format cells with a conditional format in an alternate basis, providing cell color and
border formats.
With this tool, it will no longer be a difficult or laborious task to have to add rows with formats, which are the same as those of
preceding rows, since, by just adding new rows from Excel, the formats will be automatically added. You may add columns and
rows with a personalized format.

Example

Open the configuration and application box, as shown in the previous image.
Then click on the Patterns button and choose the configuration you see in the following image.
First we will configure Patterns and their color.



Accept your changes and choose a cell color. In our case, we choose Light Blue.



Click on the OK button.

Then choose the border you want. In the unfolding option choose the cells range you want the format to apply to:
conditional, every two, three, four or five cells. In our case, it is every three cells.
Finally, choose the range to which you wish to apply the formats. Click on the Apply button, and you are done.

Important note:



In the tool's configuration box there is a Control Check, which is active by default.
If it is active, it is because when the tool is applied the cell color will be left alone, so that it will not be affected by the
intermediate lines,
If you deactivate it, the tool will eliminate the colors.

Remark:
The following border types are supported by the tool:



Sheets Manager

Your workbooks have so many sheets you find it hard to manage them?
Use Sheet Manager –a comprehensive tool that will make any worksheet management task easier to you.
Sheets manager show a relation of all the sheets of your workbook, including hidden and the very hidden sheets, too
describes the other properties to each one of them.
Thus you can quickly note which are protected with password or which are hidden.
Sheets manager helps you, of simple way, with the following actions:

Export the selected sheets...

Hide sheets.

Unhide sheets

To make the sheets very hidden

To show to the very hidden sheets

To protect sheets

Unprotect sheets

Rearrange sheets

Delete all the empty sheets

Generate a Index of all the existing sheets.

Navigation between the sheets

Add sheets

Rename sheets

Delete sheets.





Refresh Data

In this window you can choose the functions to refresh in order to download the values from Yahoo Finance y MSN Money



Do you need more help?

If you need help address to our HelpDesk (http://www.jabsoft.net/helpdesk)

If you have comments or suggestions about Stock Quotes for Excel add-in, please contact us at:
support@jabsoft.com

Our postal address is:
JABS
Av. San Martín 351 OF. 401 - Miraflores
Lima 18
Perú

Developer website: Jabsoft (http://www.jabsoft.com)

Sales website: Model Advisor (http://www.modeladvisor.com)

Copyright ©2010 Stock Quotes is a registered trademark of JABS. All rights reserved.
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